UNIFORMS SERVICES SOLUTIONS

We always deliver for North American
Equipment Dealers Association (NAEDA)
WITH OUR UNIFORMS AND SERVICES, YOUR TEAM WILL
PERFORM AT THEIR BEST AND LOOK GREAT DOING IT.

Custom Personalization
UniFirst can replicate your logo designs in the exact look and colors
you desire using our advanced technologies for creating emblem,
embroidery, and personalization. Available on all of our uniform and
workwear offerings, custom personalization options will keep your
team looking professional and feeling like part of the team.

Customer Satisfaction
It's all about our commitment to your team and your complete
satisfaction. With UniFirst, you'll get a dedicated team of service
professionals assigned to your account to keep your program
running smoothly. You always deliver for your customers. That's
why we always deliver for you.
Contact UniFirst’s National Accounts customer service team at
800.225.3364 or email Alan_Pipe@UniFirst.com.
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SHIRTS
UniWeave® Micro Check Shirts

This UniFirst exclusive provides an alternative to the
everyday work shirt. Banded collar with sewn-in stays
ensures all-day comfort. It has wood-tone melamine
buttons, seven-button “no-gap” front, and two
button-through chest pockets (left has pencil stall).
Long sleeve has lined cuffs; short sleeve has
double-turned hems. UniWeave soft comfort is an
easy-care, breathable fabric that provides comfort
and durability. 4 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton.
Color: Slate (FW)
LONG SLEEVE
03UM S–4XL Regular; M–4XL Tall
SHORT SLEEVE
04UM S–5XL Regular; L–4XL Tall

UniWeave® Soft Comfort Uniform Shirts
UniWeave soft comfort blends offer warmth when
you need it and cool air flow when you heat up.
Resistant to moisture, stains, wrinkles, and fading.
These shirts feature roomier cuts, premium lined
collars, and two button-through chest pockets (left
has pencil stall). 4.25 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton poplin
blend. Made by UniFirst.
Colors: Postman Blue (04), Navy (05)
LONG SLEEVE
0102 S–4XL Regular; M–4XLTall
SHORT SLEEVE
0202 S–4XL Regular; L–4XL Tall
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PA N T S A N D S H O R T S
SofTwill® Cargo Pants and Shorts

All the premium features of our best-selling SofTwill pants,
including non-roll, dress-style waistband with button closure,
heavy-duty brass zipper, and quarter-top front and set-in back
pockets (left has button closure). Ample 8"x7½" cargo pocket on
each leg and cell phone pocket (inside right). Pocket flaps have
concealed snap closures. Durable press. Made by UniFirst.
Color: Navy (05)
PANTS POLY/COTTON
7.75 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton twill.
10AI
Waist 28–56 even sizes only; custom hemmed up to 35"
SHORTS POLY/COTTON
7.5 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton twill.
1271 Waist 28–56 even sizes only; 11" inseam

SofTwill® Flat-Front
Uniform Pants

SofTwill comfort twills combine
the styling of flat-front work pants
with roomier seat, waist, and
thigh mobility. Quarter-top
pockets and two set-in back
pockets (left with button closure).
7.75 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton twill.
Made by UniFirst.
Color: Navy (05)

1002
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Waist 26–35;
36–56 even sizes only;
custom hemmed
up to 35"

SofTwill® Flat-Front
Uniform Shorts

These clean-draping SofTwill
shorts feature a non-roll waistband,
seven belt loops, quarter-top front
pockets, and two set-in back
pockets (left with button closure).
Longer inseams mean a more
professional look and increased
range of motion. Reinforced at all
stress points. 7.5 oz. 65/35 poly/
cotton twill. Made by UniFirst.
Color: Navy (05)

1034

Waist 28–35;
36–56 even sizes only;
10½" inseam
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OUTERWEAR
UniWear® Shop Coats

UniWear® Cotton Blend
Zip-Front Coveralls

Our UniWear full-length shop coat has a
concealed snap front, pass-through side
openings, and four pockets for convenience.
Back vent keeps you cool. 7.5 oz. 65/35
poly/cotton twill. Made by UniFirst.

Action back for greater ease of movement and
extended range of motion. Pass-through side
openings. Two chest pockets (left has pencil stall).
Two front and back pockets. Left tool pocket.
7.5 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton twill. Made by UniFirst.

Color: Navy (05)

2525

Permalined Coach’s Jackets

Quilted permanent lining. Waist length with solid
brass zipper. Knit collar, cuffs, and waistband. Front
welted slash pockets. 65/35 poly/cotton twill shell.
Color: Navy (05)

1550

Color: Navy (05)

34–56 even chest sizes

S–4XL; specify Regular or Tall

3002

UniWear® Permalined Hip Jackets

Hip-length UniWear warmth and tough construction
with solid brass zipper. 100% polyester quilted
permanent lining. On-seam pockets. Left sleeve
utility pocket. Adjustable two-button cuffs. 7.5 oz.
65/35 poly/cotton twill shell. Made by UniFirst.
Color: Navy (05)

1527
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S–4XL; specify Regular or Tall
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30-70 Regular;
34-64 Tall; 38-56 Short;
even chest sizes

ENHANCED VISIBILITY
Enhanced Visibility Work Shirts

Enhanced Visibility Coveralls

Button-front closure with two chest pockets.
Retroreflective CSA striping on front, back, shoulders,
and sleeves. 4.5 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton poplin.

Deep-pleated action back for ease of movement
and pass-through access to inner clothing. Two
chest pockets with pencil stall on left, two hip patch
pockets with tool pocket on right leg, and two-way
brass zipper with concealed snap at top of zipper
and neck. Set-in lapel collar with concealed snaps.
2.5" retroreflective striping on chest, waist, arms,
back, and around ankles. 7.5 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton.

Color: Navy (05)
LONG SLEEVE
03T8 S–5XL Regular;
M–5XL Tall

Color: Navy (05)

SHORT SLEEVE
04T8 S–5XL Regular

314U

Spotlite LX® Enhanced
Visibility Work Pants

Based on the cool comfort of our most
popular SofTwill® flat-front work pants,
these durable classics feature industrial
styling. Retroreflective Enhanced Visibility
trim below the knees. Safety-stitched
main seams. Two-way brass zipper,
button closure, front and hip pockets. 7.75
oz. 65/35 poly/cotton. Made by UniFirst.
Color: Navy/Yellow (05)

123C
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Waist 28–35;
36–56 even sizes only;
custom hemmed up to 35"
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36–66 Regular; 38 –76 Tall

UniFirst Triple-Pro Service Team
Unlike other providers, when you choose UniFirst, you get
three dedicated service professionals working on your account
at all times. This helps ensure that you consistently receive the
quality products and services your business deserves, and that
you always get quick resolutions to any concerns you may have.

Route Service Representative keeps your
program running smoothly week in, week out.
Service Manager ensures you’re consistently
getting everything you need, when you need it.
Customer Service Representative stands
ready to provide personalized assistance.
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